Beautiful Plants In The Garden
BLOGGER: CHLOE
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This year, our school got a new garden. Third grade gets to use it. In the summer and beginning of the fall we planted seeds and
everything was healthy. But now it’s the end of fall so the plants are almost dead. The tomatoes are green and in the beginning of
the year they were ruby red. There is delicious zucchini, Brussels sprouts, lettuce, radish and loads of other things. The garden is
outside next to the playground. Vegetables are healthy.

MY GREEN THUMB AT SCHOOL
BLOGGER: MIA
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At my school garden I learned that when eggplants are soft and when they die they get softer. I also learned that there are pests
that can eat your whole garden one of the pests are bunnies. Bunnies can eat your whole garden but bunnies aren’t the only ones
who can eat up your garden. And if I were you I would buy a fence and watch out!

Green Gardens
BLOGGER: SOPHIE
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This year we get to garden at are school. We get to help grow plants and taste them too. Each time I go gardening I learn something new each time, like tomatoes can’t survive in the cold. Do you know that carrots can live in the cold. Do you like to garden?

Steps about How you can Plant!!
BLOGGER: KATE NOVEMBER 7, 2014
At my school we have a school garden. I learned a lot of interesting facts because there are at least 3 people who come our school
and they are called Green City Growers. I learned the steps of how to plant and grow a seed, and transfer a plant from a container
and plant it. To transfer a plant from a container you need to first,very carefully take it out of it’s container. Next, squeeze the roots
carefully to loosen them. Next,get a shovel,make a meduim sized hole,put the plant in the hole, and cover the empty spaces that
are left. Lastly, water the plant and do that every day and soon it will grow!!! Kate.

I Love To Garden
BLOGGER: OLIVIA
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This year at school we started to garden. When we started to garden we planted radish, parsley, tomatoes, pumpkins, lettuce, and
chives.I also love to garden because I get to be in nature.

Plants In A Garden
BLOGGER: ADRIANNA
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This year I have been working in my school garden. I have learned about good bugs and bad bugs. Some good bugs are bees,
butterflies, worms, and more. Now some bad pest are caterpillars,flies, bunnies and much more. Some plants I have learned
about are radishes, peas, parsley, carrots, eggplants, and tomatoes.

In the Garden
BLOGGER: CHARLIE
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Today we went into the garden at our school and looked for pests in the garden. I found a small Caterpillar on a piece of kale. Kale
is a vegetable where you eat the leaves. There was Caterpillar poop on the leaf too. I love to eat the chives in the garden because
they are really spicy. Last month we planted lettuce in one of the flower beds.We go there every month. We will go to the garden
in the spring time. I love going to the garden at our school. I wish we could go to the garden more often.

Amazing Things In The Garden
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Have you ever had a garden at your school ? Our class has. Only the third graders get to use the garden and we are in third grade.
Its fun working in the garden. Even better the food goes to our cafeteria! We learned what is good for the garden and not good like
worms and bees are good and bunnies are bad. We also got to try things like arugula. Did you know some plants can live in the winter.

WOW I LOVE GARDENING
BLOGGER: QUINN
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This year we made a garden at Summer Street School it is so much fun gardening at our school we plant radishes,parsley, lettuce,
tomatoes and chives.I think I am going to plant a garden at my house it is much fun to do.I also recommend making a garden at
your house too!

